Local crystal structure analysis with several picometer precision using scanning transmission electron microscopy.
We report a local crystal structure analysis with a high precision of several picometers on the basis of scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). Advanced annular dark-field (ADF) imaging has been demonstrated using software-based experimental and data-processing techniques, such as the improvement of signal-to-noise ratio, the reduction of image distortion, the quantification of experimental parameters (e.g., thickness and defocus) and the resolution enhancement by maximum-entropy deconvolution. The accuracy in the atom position measurement depends on the validity of the incoherent imaging approximation, in which an ADF image is described as the convolution between the incident probe profile and scattering objects. Although the qualitative interpretation of ADF image contrast is possible for a wide range of specimen thicknesses, the direct observation of a crystal structure with deep-sub-angstrom accuracy requires a thin specimen (e.g., 10nm), as well as observation of the structure image by conventional high-resolution transmission electron microscopy.